
WILDLIFE PARK CRAWL
CITY NATURE CHALLENGE MISSION

TARGET: LOCAL GREEN SPACES
MISSION: RECORD 30 SPECIES EACH ON

3 DIFFERENT SITES

MISSION BRIEFING

TOP TIPS RECOMMENDED KIT

MISSION CONTEXT

Like a good old fashion pub crawl, pick 3 (or more) parks, nature reserves or green spaces and visit each one in turn,

with the target of recording 30 species in each. Mix it up with areas you know well and throwing in a new site you’ve

never been to before. Check out the map of last year’s results to see where on the map we are missing records.

Upload your observations via the free iNaturalist app to add to the City Nature Challenge species count and cover

new areas of the city.

You could always choose 3 pub beer gardens as your chosen spaces for a cheeky Wildlife Pub Crawl?

 

UNLEASH YOUR INNER DAVID ATTENBOROUGH

Share the story of your adventure on social media using the hashtags above. What is your mission? What route are you

taking? How do you feel along the way and what amazing things have you found? It doesn’t have to be super smooth

or edited. Photos, Instagram or facebook stories, short, rough youtube videos are all great ways to build a buzz around

the City Nature Challenge and inspire others to get involved.

A mobile phone with the iNaturalist app

installed

A charger and/or battery pack to keep

your phone going

Comfortable footwear suitable for the

terrain – whether city street or rugged

path

Weatherproof clothing, sunscreen, snacks

and water to keep you going

Pick sites you can get to and move between easily and set

yourself a time limit for each site to keep yourself moving and

motivated. This works as a great activity for a small group, who

can record 30 species fastest in each location?

Save phone data and battery by photographing species as you

go along and stopping at a pub or café to refresh, charge up

and connect to WiFi whilst you upload your observations to

iNaturalist

Check your phone camera settings to make sure your camera

allows location tagging so that your phone remembers where

the photo was taken and not where you are uploading from

Volunteers and naturalists have been recording wildlife in the West of England for hundreds of years, mapping out

where different species are thriving or struggling in our changing landscape - which is amazing! BUT that is still

just the tip of the iceberg. There are big gaps in what we know about the wildlife on our doorstep and some of the

information is years out of date – even the most common species are often under recorded. Conservationists,

researchers, planners and policy makers need more complete, up to date information to make better informed

decisions to secure a future for your local wildlife and we need your help to fill the gaps in the data.

City Nature Challenge is an international competition to see which city in the world can find and record the most wildlife

over 26-29 April 2019. Help Bristol & Bath climb the rankings by taking on a City Nature Challenge Mission!

festivalofnature.org.uk | @festofnature | #CNCBristolBath


